Abstract. We propose non-phase-matched sum frequency generation (SFG) as a method for characterizing broadband multimode light. We demonstrate its advantages using high-gain parametric down conversion (PDC) as an example. By generating the sum frequency in the near-surface region of a nonlinear crystal, we increase the SFG efficiency and get rid of the modulation caused by chromatic dispersion, known as Maker fringes. The obtained results interpreted in terms of the Schmidt mode formalism reveal the sensitivity of the SFG spectrum to the number of frequency modes. Furthermore, we demonstrate efficient non-phase-matched three-and four-frequency summation of broadband multimode light, barely possible under phase matching.
Introduction
Sum frequency generation (SFG) is one of the most convenient tools for the study of spectral and temporal structure of light. Time-domain SFG is the key part of different pulse characterization techniques such as autocorrelation [1] , FROG [2] or SPIDER [3] . In particular, SFG is crucial for the study of nonclassical light [4, 5, 6, 7, 8] .
For the SFG from broadband radiation, the well-known challenge is to make it efficient for the whole pump spectrum. The standard solution to increase the bandwidth of SFG is a thin phase matched nonlinear crystal or a quasi-phase-matched crystal with aperiodic poling. However, the bandwidth of such devices is still limited; moreover, in the case of quasi-phasematching SFG strongly depends on the quality of the nonlinear lattice.
In this paper we study non-phase-matched SFG in the bulk of a nonlinear crystal and near its surface. To compensate for the relatively low efficiency of non-phase-matched SFG, we use a crystal with high quadratic susceptibility (lithium niobate) in the geometry where its highest component is involved. By omitting the phase matching we drastically increase the frequency bandwidth and make the technique applicable to almost any input light. Furthermore, near the crystal surface we are able to observe broadband three-and four-frequency summation in the same geometry.
In our experiment, the input radiation is bright squeezed vacuum generated through the high-gain parametric down-conversion (PDC). We demonstrate efficient broadband SFG on the surface of the crystal, revealing both coherent 'pump reconstruction' and the incoherent background [9, 10] . We describe these effects using Schmidt-mode formalism for PDC [11, 12, 13] and SFG with undepleted pump [14] . For the SFG, an important issue is tight focusing of the pump beam [15, 16] , which explains the difference between near-surface and bulk generation. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe the theory for SFG from tightly focused PDC. Section 3 presents the experimental setup and Section 4, the results. Section 5 concludes the paper.
Theory
In this section we present the theory of SFG from tightly focused broadband radiation. As a pump we use high-gain PDC radiation, also known as bright squeezed vacuum [11] . Figure 1 shows schematically the three stages of the nonlinear interaction: generation of broadband PDC radiation, its propagation in a dispersive medium, and SFG generation in a nonlinear crystal from a tightly focused beam. Further, we calculate the SFG spectrum by describing all three stages in a semi-analytical way. Figure 1 . Schematic representation of SFG from PDC.
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SFG from a tightly focused pump
We describe the SFG using the theoretical approach of Ref. [14] . In the undepleted pump approximation, the output plane-wave annihilation operator for SFG at frequency Ω iŝ
whereb in is the input plane-wave annihilation operator. The transfer function K(ω, Ω) for a plane-wave pump [14] ,
where
is the wavevector mismatch for SFG, and D is the length of the SFG crystal. For simplicity we assume β (ω, Ω) ≡ β is a constant. In the case of a tightly focused pump the plane-wave approximation does not hold. In particular, the Gouy phase becomes important. To take it into account for SFG from a Gaussian beam, we insert the factor (1 + 2i(z − z 0 )/b) −1 into the expression for the transfer function [15, 16] ,
Here, b = κ 0 w 2 0 , z 0 , and w 0 are the confocal parameter, the waist position and the radius of the pump beam, respectively, and κ 0 = n(ω 0 )ω 0 /c is the wavevector at the degenerate frequency ω 0 (see Figure 1 ). For simplicity, we assume that the pump beam parameters are the same for all frequencies. In the case of weak focusing, b D, Eq. (3) simplifies to Eq. (2).
PDC radiation
In this paper the input radiation for SFG is multimode bright squeezed vacuum generated through high-gain PDC. Following the approach of Ref. [12] , we describe the PDC in terms of the averaged momentum operator. In the case of collinear PDC along the z axis, it has the
where Γ characterizes the interaction strength and s, i indices denote the signal and idler waves, respectively. The joint spectral amplitude (JSA) F(ω i , ω s ) for the PDC generated in a nonlinear crystal with the length L is [17] ,
, where n o and n e are ordinary and extraordinary refractive indices and θ is the optic axis angle w.r.t. k p . The Heisenberg equation for the monochromatic-wave annihilation operators,
can be analytically solved using the Schmidt decomposition of the JSA. The latter is symmetric for type-I phase matching,
where the Schmidt modes {ϕ n (ω)} form an orthonormal basis and the Schmidt eigenvalues λ n are positive. Note that generally the JSA and ϕ n (ω) are complex functions. We introduce the Schmidt-mode creation and annihilation operators,
They have standard commutation relations,
Thus the solution of Eq. (6) is [11] 
where S n = sinh(Γ n ), C n = cosh(Γ n ), and Γ n ≡ Γ √ λ n L is the parametric gain of the n-th mode. Then the PDC spectral distribution of the photon number is
The effective number of Schmidt modes K can be found as [11] 
Here we find the Schmidt modes numerically using the Takagi factorization [18] ,
where F is a matrix corresponding to F(ω i , ω s ), U is a unitary matrix, and Σ is a diagonal matrix with the singular values σ n = √ λ n . The discretized Schmidt modes ϕ n (ω) are given by columns of matrix U .
SFG from PDC
According to Eq. (1), the SFG spectral distribution of the photon number is
We obtain
where I nm (Ω) is the inter-modal interaction integral,
For a very thin crystal, D → 0, K(ω, Ω) → const; then I(Ω) nm is proportional to the convolution of the Schmidt modes. Expression (15) for the SFG spectrum contains two terms. The first one, so-called coherent contribution, corresponds to the SFG from each Schmidt mode with itself, i.e. the process reverse to PDC. It results in a narrow spectral peak with the width determined by the PDC pump. The second term, the incoherent contribution, is caused by the SFG from different (uncorrelated) Schmidt modes. It gives a pedestal with the width determined by the whole PDC spectrum.
Previously the coherent and incoherent SFG contributions were obtained for deltacorrelated PDC [14, 19] . Our result (15) takes into account the finite width of photon correlations, which is significant for PDC generated by short pulses. In particular, it shows that the width of the 'reconstructed' peak is not the same as the one of the pump; it is somewhat broader.
Note that here we considered the case where PDC has a single spatial mode. This approach is valid for waveguide PDC sources [20] , for specially engineered PDC sources [21] and in the presence of spatial filtering (as in our experiment). In the general case, PDC is multi-mode both in time and in space, and one should take into account the overlap between PDC and SFG spatial modes.
Dispersion effects in SFG
In the course of propagation in a dielectric medium, a broadband radiation undergoes dispersion spreading. We take it into account through the replacementâ † (L, ω) → a † (L, ω)e iφ (ω) , where φ (ω) is the PDC nonlinear phase shift (chirp). This substitution leads to the replacement ϕ n (ω) → ϕ n (ω)e iφ (ω) and ϕ m (Ω − ω) → ϕ m (Ω − ω)e iφ (Ω−ω) in Eq. (16). 
Experimental setup
Our experimental setup is shown in Figure 2 (top). PDC is produced in a 10 mm BBO crystal with type-I collinear and frequency degenerate phase matching [22] . The pump, propagating at ∼19.9 • w.r.t. the optic axis, is the radiation of an amplified Ti:Sapphire laser. It has the central wavelength 800 nm, the pulse duration 1.6 ps, the repetition rate 5 kHz and the mean power 3 W. To reduce the directional amplification caused by the spatial walk-off [23] , the pump is focused into the crystal by means of a cylindrical lens with the 700 mm focal length. The pump remains unfocused and relatively big (2.6 mm) in the horizontal direction. It is cut off by two dielectric dichroic mirrors. Due to pump focusing, PDC is single-mode in the vertical direction. In the horizontal one we filter it to a single mode with 140 µm vertical slit in a focal plane of 200 mm lens. The beam is collimated by a 300 mm cylindrical lens thereafter; a Gaussian beam with an extremely broadband spectrum (FWHM of 140 nm) is formed. Figure 2 (bottom left) shows the beam (inset) and the spectrum, both calculated (green line) and measured with an IR spectrometer (Hamamatsu-C11482GA, blue line). We measure the parametric gain Γ 0 = 10.5 for the first Schmidt mode. The difference between experimental and numerical spectra is introduced by dielectric mirrors that are used in the experimental setup (not shown in Fig. 2) .
The Figure 3a shows how the SFG spectrum depends on the beam waist position inside the crystal. The SFG intensity takes its highest values when PDC is focused on one of the crystal facets; focusing in the bulk leads to inefficient SFG. Such behavior is caused by the Gouy phase for the pump radiation and has nothing to do with so-called surface nonlinear susceptibility. The Gouy phase differs by π before and after the waist; therefore it leads to an additional phase shift in the nonlinear polarization. As a result, the SFG contributions before and after the waist interfere destructively, which leads to a low SFG intensity if the waist is in the bulk. Variation of the beam focusing or the crystal length strongly affects this behavior.
Results and discussion
The theory from Eq. (3, 15, 16) predicts the same effect. Theoretical SFG signal at 800 nm (Figure 3b , red line) agrees with the experimental one (blue dots). The latter is a 1D cross-section of Figure 3a .
In our setup we are not able to measure the group delay dispersion (GDD). Therefore we use it as a fitting parameter (see Section 2.4). The best agreement between the theory and experiment is obtained for GDD ≈ 200 fs 2 . Furthermore, in order to take into account that the detection happens in wavelength-angular space, not in frequency-wavevector one, the calculated SFG spectra are corrected by the factor λ −4 in accordance with [26, 27] .
Both theoretical (blue dots) and experimental (green line) SFG spectra are shown in into the bulk (z 0 = 0.5 mm). The spectrum strongly depends on the focusing. In the bulk case, high-visibility fringes, similar to the Maker ones [28] , appear due to the variation of the wavevector mismatch ∆κ with the wavelength. Their spectral positions depend on the angle of incidence α ( Figure 5) ; the theory predicts similar behavior. The fringe period scales as the inverse length of the crystal.
As discussed in Section 2.3, the spectrum contains two parts, the peak and the background, and the peak is usually interpreted as the pump reconstruction [9, 10] . However, for high-gain PDC the peak is broader than the pump spectrum (red dashed line), both in theory and in the experiment. This broadening comes from the decrease of the number of modes with the parametric gain [11] . The background is narrower than predicted by the theory due to the difference between the real PDC spectrum and the theoretical one (Figure 2b) . SFG can be interpreted as an ultrafast correlator or coincidence circuit [29] . Expanding this analogy further, one can set the correspondence between the SFG spectrum and the 0. spectral distribution of coincidences used to measure the squared modulus of the JSA, the joint spectral intensity (JSI) [30] . Then, the width of the peak ∆ω coh corresponds to the 'conditional width' of the JSI, which is the spectral distribution of the coincidence rate for a fixed frequency of the idler photon. Meanwhile, the width of the background ∆ω incoh corresponds to the JSI 'unconditional width', which is the spectral width of the signal radiation. The ratio of the unconditional and conditional widths, according to Ref. [31] , can be used to assess the degree of frequency entanglement for photon pairs, as it is close to the number of the Schmidt modes in the PDC spectrum. It follows that the ratio of the spectral widths, R = ∆ω incoh /∆ω coh , can be also interpreted as the Schmidt number K.
To test this statement, we have calculated both the Schmidt number K, using Eq. (12), and the resulting ratio R for different values of the pump pulse duration. The result is shown in Fig. 6 ; as expected, we see that R = K. In experiment we get R exp = 12.7, which is smaller than the expected one K theor = R theor = 18, because the theoretical SFG spectrum is different from the experimental one.
Furthermore, non-phase-matched generation is also possible for higher-order nonlinear optical effects where it is usually difficult to satisfy the phase matching. Similarly to the SFG case considered above, strong focusing in the bulk can completely suppress high-order nonlinear optical processes [15, 16] . Focusing near the surface allows one to increase their efficiency as well.
To demonstrate it, we observe the three-and four-frequency summation of multimode PDC radiation near the surface of the same LiNbO 3 crystal. Figure 7 shows the measured spectra. Similarly to the case of SFG, for four-frequency summation we observe the coherent peak and the incoherent background, while for three-frequency summation there is no peak. This behavior, the even harmonics containing a peak and the odd ones, not, has been predicted theoretically for two-photon correlated light [32] but never observed in experiment, to the best of our knowledge. Qualitatively, this effect can be understood by considering that photons are produced in pairs: the pump is reconstructed only if both photons of a pair are involved into the process. A rigorous theoretical consideration can be found in Ref. [32] . Previously, the coherent and incoherent contributions of PDC were observed only for SFG and only under phase matching [7, 9, 10, 33] . Our results show that even without phase matching a pronounced narrowband coherent contribution and a broad incoherent contribution can be observed. Moreover, focusing near the surface of a nonlinear crystal suppresses the Maker fringes, which offers a possibility to use SFG as not just a broadband, but a wavelengthindependent autocorrelator [34] . This type of autocorrelator will have an advantage over the one based on two-photon absorption (TPA) in semiconductors [35, 36] . Indeed, the operating wavelength of a TPA autocorrelator is limited for the wavelengths that satisfy the two-photon transition between the valence and conduction energy zones of a semiconductor band-gap. In the case of tightly focused non-phase matched SFG in the near-surface domain, the operating wavelength is only limited by the transparency window of the nonlinear crystal. Moreover, even in the presence of absorption at the sum frequency it is possible to measure the temporal characteristics of light [37] .
Conclusion
We have shown that non-phase matched SFG can be used to study the spectral properties of broadband light. In particular, with the radiation of high-gain PDC at the input, the SFG spectra show both the coherent contribution (a narrow peak) and the incoherent contribution (a broad background), which so far have been only observed for phase matched or quasi-phase matched SFG. By tightly focusing the radiation on the surface of the crystal instead of the bulk, one can strongly increase the efficiency of SFG; otherwise the Gouy phase leads to the destructive nonlinear interference. Moreover, by using the surface one gets rid of the Maker fringes, which modulate the spectrum in the case of bulk SFG.
The obtained experimental results allow a simple interpretation within the Schmidt-mode formalism. In particular, we have found that the Schmidt number is equal, up to a constant close to unity, to the ratio of the widths of the incoherent background and the coherent peak observed in the SFG spectra.
The same geometry, with tight focusing of the input PDC radiation on the surface of the same crystal, allowed us to observe, in addition to SFG, the three-and four-frequency summation. As expected from the theory, for the four-frequency summation, the spectrum consists of a pronounced coherent peak and incoherent background, while the three-frequency summation does not manifest the peak.
We believe that under tight focusing, non-phase matched SFG and its higher-order analogues can be used for the characterisation of nonclassical light sources and form the base for an ultrafast wavelength-independent autocorrelator.
